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ABSTRACT: Ammonia (NH3) is a key precursor species to
atmospheric fine particulate matter with strong implications for
regional air quality and global climate change. NH3 from
vehicles accounts for a significant fraction of total emissions of
NH3 in urban areas. A mobile platform is developed to measure
NH3, CO, and CO2 from the top of a passenger car. The
mobile platform conducted 87 h of on-road measurements,
covering 4500 km in New Jersey and California. The average
on-road emission factor (EF) in CA is 0.49 ± 0.06 g NH3 per
kg fuel and agrees with previous studies in CA (0.3−0.8 g/kg).
The mean on-road NH3:CO emission ratio is 0.029 ± 0.005,
and there is no systematic difference between NJ and CA. On-
road NH3 EFs increase with road gradient by an enhancement
of 53 mg/kg fuel per percentage of gradient. On-road NH3 EFs show higher values in both stop-and-go driving conditions and
freeway speeds with a minimum near 70 km/h. Consistent with prior studies, the on-road emission ratios suggest a highly skewed
distribution of NH3 emitters. Comparisons with existing NJ and CA on-road emission inventories indicate that there may be an
underestimation of on-road NH3 emissions in both NJ and CA. We demonstrate that mobile, open-path measurements provide a
unique tool to help quantitatively understand the on-road NH3 emissions in urban and suburban settings.

■ INTRODUCTION

Ammonia (NH3) is a key component of the global nitrogen
cycle. As the dominant alkaline atmospheric species, NH3 reacts
readily with atmospheric acidic species to form fine particulate
matter (PM2.5), which has implications for regional air quality
and global climate change.1,2 However, the global sources of
NH3 are subject to considerable uncertainties.3 The magnitude
and trends of emissions from different source types and source
regions are even more uncertain. Comparisons between
atmospheric modeling and satellite observations imply that
current NH3 inventories are underestimated globally.4,5

Agricultural cropland/soil and livestock farming are the major
sources of atmospheric NH3 and account for over 60% of the
global inventory.6,7 NH3 is also a byproduct of fossil fuel
combustion, especially from vehicles equipped with three-way
catalytic converters (TWC).8 Existing atmospheric measure-
ments suggest that traffic may provide significant amounts of
NH3 in urban areas,8−11 although, on a global scale, on-road
traffic emissions of NH3 are considerably smaller compared to
agricultural activities. On-road NH3 emissions may cause
greater impact on air quality and human health, because
significant sources of other PM2.5 precursors (SO2, NOx) are
usually collocated in heavily populated urban areas.12 The US
EPA monitors ambient NH3 concentrations in the Passive
Ammonia Monitoring Network (AMoN), but NH3 has not
been regulated or controlled from vehicle emissions.13

Vehicular NH3 emissions have been characterized by chassis
dynamometer testing,8,13−18 roadside remote sensing,19−22 and
tunnel measurements.23,24 Carbon monoxide (CO) and carbon
dioxide (CO2) were usually measured simultaneously to
calculate NH3 emission factors (EFs) and quantify NH3
emissions. NH3 EFs are defined as grams of NH3 emitted per
kilogram of fuel burned. NH3 is especially difficult to measure
due to its strong affinity to the instrument surfaces. Its rapid
partitioning between gas and particle phase also complicates
instrument design.25 Despite that NH3 was recognized in
vehicle emissions in the 1980s,26 it is still challenging to
represent its real-world emission patterns. Chassis dynamom-
eters can test only a limited range of driving conditions and
number of vehicles, whereas on-road NH3 EF measurements
showed substantially skewed distributions, large variances, and
time dependence.20,22 Hence chassis dynamometer tests are not
likely representative of the emission patterns of entire vehicle
fleets.27 Roadside remote sensing and tunnel measurements are
stationary, which capture representative fleet averages, but they
can only characterize emission patterns at a limited number of
sites. Furthermore, these sites are often located in tunnels with
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significant road gradients (e.g., Caldecott tunnel with a 4%
upgrade24,28) or on freeway ramps where vehicles drive at low
speed, high acceleration, and usually in the presence of a road
gradient.19 The EFs of NH3, CO, and NOx have all been shown
to have significant positive correlations with vehicle specific
power and/or positive road gradients.17,29−31 Therefore, there
are additional challenges to identify roadside measurement sites
representative of the route average emissions.31 Otherwise, EFs
are likely biased as uphill driving and high acceleration
contribute to high EFs.17,28,30

Mobile platforms equipped with fast-response sensors have
been previously deployed to quantify on-road emissions.28,32,33

Mobile on-road measurements can capture emissions under a
full range of real-world driving conditions and road conditions.
They can also achieve large spatial coverage and measure the
average emissions of the entire fleet. Nevertheless, there have
been few on-road mobile NH3 measurements and knowledge
about real-world NH3 EFs is limited. Compared to existing
state-of-the-art NH3 sensors, mobile, open-path sensors are
advantageous to quantify on-road emissions. Open-path design
shows higher time resolution and faster response.34−37 It avoids
significant adsorption/desorption effects between NH3 and the
instrument surfaces. The delay of response caused by these
surface effects may bias the results when NH3 emission ratios
are calculated with other nonsticky tracers, like CO and CO2.
Meanwhile, there is no need to use a powerful pump, which
makes the open-path sensors much more portable and
adaptable for frequent, long-time on-road measurements.
In this study, we perform measurements with a mobile

platform consisting of an open-path NH3 sensor, an open-path
CO sensor, and an open-path CO2 sensor, all of which are
mounted on the top of a passenger car. CO is widely used as a
tracer for combustion processes, and the sum of CO and CO2
provides quantification of vehicle fuel consumption. The high
time resolution (≥1 Hz) and fast response of the open-path
sensors are especially advantageous for capturing transient
concentration changes. The collocation of open-path sensors
makes it straightforward to calculate real-time emission ratios.
We present both roadside measurements and a series of on-
road measurements in a wide range of driving conditions. Our
scientific goal is to quantify on-road NH3 emissions in urban
and suburban settings to understand how driving conditions
influence on-road NH3 emissions by making both roadside
measurements and a series of on-road measurements under a
wide range of driving conditions.

■ EXPERIMENTAL METHODS
The mobile platform was designed as a 91 × 30 cm breadboard
mounted on the base of a car rack, which readily fits on top of
most passenger cars. The open-path NH3 and CO sensors have
been described in detail previously in Miller et al.38 and Tao et
al.37 Only a brief summary is presented here.
Two continuous wave (CW) thermoelectric-cooled distrib-

uted feedback (DFB) quantum cascade lasers (QCLs) are used
to detect NH3 and CO at 9.062 and 4.538 μm, respectively.
The NH3 absorption feature at 9.062 μm was selected to
optimize the sensitivity while minimizing the interferences from
the other species in open-path detection. These two lasers are
coupled into multipass optical cells with path lengths of 36 and
16 m, respectively. Wavelength modulation spectroscopy
(WMS) is used to enhance the signal-to-noise ratio. The
second harmonic (2f) detection in WMS also helps resolve air-
broadened absorption lines.38−40 Detector waveforms are

acquired at 50 Hz and coaveraged at 10 Hz. A built-in virtual
lock-in amplifier retrieves NH3 and CO concentrations from
the averaged waveforms. Calibration is performed by normal-
izing an inline ethylene (C2H4) reference cell signal in the NH3
system and an inline acetylene (C2H2) reference cell signal in
the CO system. The purpose of the inline reference cells is to
provide a constant signal that is continuously probed and can
be used to account for sensor drift.40 The accuracies are 10%
for NH3 and 5% for CO, calibrated in situ by the inline
reference cells as well as direct absorption spectroscopy. The
NH3 sensor was not calibrated by direction absorption
spectroscopy in NJ, which limits the accuracy to 20%.40 The
NH3 precision is 0.15 ppbv,38 and the CO precision is 0.36
ppbv37 at 10 Hz.
A commercial CO2 sensor, LICOR LI-7500 open-path CO2/

H2O analyzer, was placed on the mobile platform. The CO2
sampling frequency was set to 5 Hz with an accuracy <1% and a
precision of 0.08 ppmv CO2. The CO2/H2O analyzer was
mounted next to the multipass cells of the NH3 and CO
sensors, so the sampling volumes of the sensors have a
footprint of 50 × 50 cm. Meteorological parameters were
measured by a portable weather station (Vaisala WXT520).
Geolocation, car speed, and driving direction were recorded by
a GPS unit (GlobalSat EM-406a). All the measurements were
averaged at 1 Hz and synchronized with the GPS time stamp.
The covariance plots show that NH3 and CO2 measurements
are synchronized to within 1 s and have similar time response
(Supporting Information, Figure S1). Road conditions were
recorded by two GoPro Hero3 cameras mounted on the front
and back side of the platform. A picture of the mobile platform
is shown in the TOC art. All sensors operate on two 12 V car
batteries. Emissions from our own vehicle were periodically
checked by driving to a relatively clean area with no other traffic
emissions. A detailed description of our identification of self-
emissions from the measurement vehicles is provided in the
Supporting Information (Figure S2).
To derive the emission ratios and EFs from vehicles, we

separate the measurements into a slowly varying background
and rapidly changing peaks due to individual vehicles.
Following the method described by Hudda et al.,28 we use
the lowest percentiles of pollutant concentrations observed
during a certain time window as baseline values. A trend line is
linearly interpolated between these baseline values. Subtracting
the trend lines from the concentration measurements yields the
emission enhancement data: Δ[NH3], Δ[CO], and Δ[CO2].
Sensitivity studies were conducted by calculating emission
ratios using a range of time window size (1−30 min). The
results show that emission ratio calculation converges within
±5% for time window size of 5−15 min, which indicates that
these window sizes are sufficient to separate short time scale
vehicle emissions from the long-term regional background. We
use a time window of 12 min for consistency. Given that the
atmospheric lifetime of NH3 is about 11 h,41 and that we are
close to the emission sources, we neglect the deposition and
phase changes of NH3 and define NH3:CO and NH3:CO2
emission ratios as Δ[NH3]/Δ[CO] and Δ[NH3]/Δ[CO2].
Empirical cutoffs were selected to exclude data close to the
background levels, and thereby to avoid negative and spuriously
large values.42 The ratio calculation is limited to ΔCO greater
than 100 ppbv and Δ[CO2] greater than 15 ppmv. The
emission ratio distributions are insensitive to the cutoffs, and
the mean changes within 5% when doubling the cutoffs.
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■ RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Controlled Roadside Measurements. To demonstrate
that our sensors could capture the rapid change of
concentration and emission ratio with high resolution and
sensitivity from individual cars, we deployed the mobile
platform in a controlled environment on January 5, 2012.
Only NH3 and CO were measured. The sensors were located
inside a parking garage and about 5 m from the exit. The
driving speed near the sensor was 7−15 km/h and the vehicles
were generally 2−5 m away from the sensor when passing by.
The vehicles in the garage were mostly driven by commuters.
There were no other significant local sources of NH3 and CO
besides vehicle emissions on campus. We first conducted a
static measurement with a 2002 Honda Accord, which uses a
three-way catalytic converter. For this test, there were no other
vehicles entering or exiting the garage, and the CO
concentration was close to the regional background value of
300 ppbv. Figure 1a shows measurements of NH3 and CO from
the car parked 3 m away from the sensor. The variations of
NH3 and CO trace well with each other, and no delay was
observed at high time resolution (10 Hz). Initially, the engine
was running at an idle speed of 1000 rpm. The measured
concentrations varied due to eddy diffusion but the NH3:CO
emission ratio was almost constant (Δ[NH3]/Δ[CO] = 0.03
ppbv/ppbv). Fuel-rich driving conditions were simulated by
increasing the engine speed to 2500 rpm, a typical RPM during
modest acceleration. As shown by Figure 1b, the NH3:CO ratio
increased significantly when the engine ran fuel-rich, with
Δ[NH3]/Δ[CO] = 0.1 ppbv/ppbv. Although this individual car
measurement does not represent the engine load in the real
world, the result is qualitatively consistent with the literature. A
number of previous studies showed that NH3 formation can be
attributed primarily to the reaction of nitric oxide (NO) with
hydrogen gas produced from the water−gas shift reaction
between CO and water.43,44 The hydrogen gas reduces NO to
form NH3 through multiple known and proposed pathways.
Fuel-rich driving conditions are generally associated with more
NO and CO supply and high temperature, which favor NH3
formation. Most literature report high NH3 emission ratios
during fuel-rich driving conditions.8,13−15,23

To verify the representativeness of the individual car, we then
measured 320 cars leaving the garage (flat surface, coasting to a
stop sign). The measurement time, spatial coverage, and
ambient temperature of this and the following measurements

are listed in Table S1 (Supporting Information). The models of
each vehicle driven by the sensor were recorded together with
the point in time when each individual vehicle passed. The
majority were midclass passenger cars with model years from
2000 to 2007. Honda (17%) and Toyota (16%) were the
manufacturers with the largest number of vehicles. Because the
measurements were performed during the evening rush hour of
a winter day, most vehicles were near cold start conditions
when passing the sensors. The average NH3:CO emission ratio
from the 320 cars in the garage is 0.019 ± 0.005 ppbv/ppbv,
where the uncertainty is estimated from the measurement
uncertainties of NH3 and CO. This distribution is highly
skewed, indicating a small number of high emitters and a
majority of low emitters.

On-Road NH3 Concentration Measurements. Three
days of on-road NH3 measurements were performed near
Princeton, NJ on September 20 (drive #1), October 17 (drive
#2), and November 11 (drive #3), 2012. CO was only
measured in drive #3 due to sensor availability. The mean on-
road NH3:CO emission ratio was 0.029 ± 0.007 ppbv/ppbv in
drive #3. The largest spatial and temporal coverage was
performed in drive #2, covering a range of routes, including a
six-lane urban highway with large traffic volumes (US Route 1,
traffic volume ∼105 vehicles/day), an urban−suburban road
(County Route 533, traffic volume ∼3 × 104 vehicles/day), and
a suburban−rural road (County Route 614, traffic volume ∼104
vehicles/day).45

The same routes on US Route 1 near Princeton were
covered 3 times between 15:22 and 17:29 in drive #2, during
which the traffic density continuously built up. Figure 2
illustrates the time evolution of NH3 concentration distribution
on US 1 toward the evening rush hour. The traffic density built
up substantially during the second and third drive, and there
were much more stop-and-go driving conditions. Our mean
speed was only 43 km/h and 32 km/h in the last two drives,
whereas the speed limit is 88.5 km/h. As the travel density built
up, there were more acceleration events, which favor NH3
generation in the TWC and contribute to the heavy tails toward
higher NH3 concentrations.
Figure 3 shows the correlations between NH3 concentrations

and traffic densities. The New Jersey Department of Trans-
portation made hourly traffic counts during three consecutive
days in 2009−2011 at nine locations along our driving route.45

We segmented our driving routes in drive #2 according to their

Figure 1. (a) Continuous 10 Hz NH3 and CO measurements near car exhaust. High engine speed (2500 rpm) period is highlighted. (b) Tracer−
tracer plot shows distinct emission ratios at different engine speeds.
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proximity to these traffic count locations. In many cases, we
drove by traffic count locations multiple times. Detailed
information on the driving time near each traffic count
locations is listed in Table S2 in the Supporting Information.
Significant positive correlations are found between the mean
NH3 concentrations on the segmented routes and traffic
densities (correlations are significant at a level of 0.001). The
mean NH3 concentration increased by 7 ppbv per 1000
vehicles/h. Also shown in Figure 3 is the correlation between
the 95 percentile of NH3 concentrations on the segmented

routes and traffic densities (correlations are significant at a level
of 0.001). The 95 percentiles show a much larger slope (18
ppbv per 1000 vehicles/h), indicating that a relatively small
percentage of the vehicle fleet emits a significant proportion of
NH3.

NH3 Emission Factors and Driving Conditions. The
mobile platform was fully equipped in California from January
21 to February 7, 2013, as part of the NASA DISCOVER-AQ
campaign.46 We covered 4300 km, including two major urban−
suburban areas (San Francisco Bay area and Los Angeles Basin)
and the suburban−rural areas in the San Joaquin valley. The
total driving time was 81 h. In this section, we investigate the
dependence of NH3 emissions on road gradient on the freeways
in the SF Bay area, where traffic speed was almost constant. We
also investigate NH3 emissions under a wide range of traffic
speed in the Los Angeles Basin with no significant road
gradient. The driving time and ambient conditions are
summarized in Table S1(Supporting Information).
On-road measurements were performed on I-580 on

February 3 and US Route 101 on February 4 and 5 in the
SF Bay area. In all three cases, the mean wind velocity was light
and varied by less than 1 m/s, such that we did not account for
wind direction in our analyses. Both I-580 and US Route 101
have significant road gradients, often up to ±7% gradient
(Figure S3−4, Supporting Information). Emission ratios are
calculated using data measured on I-580 west bound in the East
Bay area and on US 101 south bound in the North Bay area.
Both routes are eight-lane freeways mainly in suburban areas
(Supporting Information, Figure S5) and in free-flowing driving
conditions. We drove at a constant speed in lane #3 (the central
right lane) whenever it was possible. The driving speed was 92
± 5 km/h, slightly lower than the speed limit, which ensured
sampling the exhaust plumes produced by a variety of passing
vehicles. The road gradient was derived by the instantaneous
pressure gradient and GPS speed using the hydrostatic
equation, with an uncertainty of 0.5% (eq 1 and associated
text in the Supporting Information).
Emission ratios are calculated using NH3, CO, and CO2

concentrations, following the method introduced in the
previous section. Figure 4 shows the dependence of
NH3:CO2 and CO:CO2 emission ratios on the road gradient.
The emission ratio data are binned into 11 road gradient
intervals, so that each bin has at least 60 s of net emission data.
The 5, 25, 50, 75, and 95 percentiles of emission ratios within

Figure 2. Time evolution of on-road NH3 concentration distribution
on US 1.

Figure 3. Correlations between mean and 95 percentile NH3
concentrations measured on the segmented routes and traffic densities.
The intercepts were forced to the regional background of 16 ppbv.

Figure 4. NH3:CO2 and CO:CO2 emission ratios with road gradient. Five and 95 percentiles are denoted by whiskers of boxes, 25 and 75 percentiles
are denoted by lower and upper boundaries of boxes, medians are denoted by central lines, and means are denoted by blue dots.
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each bin are displayed as box-and-whisker plots, together with
the arithmetic mean. Large variations of emission ratios were
observed. Even for the same vehicle, emission factors can vary
by 2 orders of magnitude due to driving conditions, as shown
by dynamometer studies.18 The variations among vehicles are
also large, with skewed distributions, where the high emitters
contribute to substantial fraction of total emissions.21 In spite of
the variability, both the mean NH3:CO2 (Figure 4a) and mean
CO:CO2 (Figure 4b) emission ratios showed significant
enhancement when driving uphill. The variation of emission
ratios was also higher. Tunnel studies have shown that driving
uphill approximately doubled emission factors for CO
compared to downhill, which generally agrees with our
results.30 As CO plays a key role in the water−gas shift
reaction,8 one should expect high NH3 emissions as well.
The overall average NH3:CO emission ratio is 0.031 ± 0.005

ppbv/ppbv, and it decreased with road gradient with an R2 of
0.88 (Supporting Information, Figure S6). Although we have
observed that for an individual car the NH3:CO emission ratio
increased with engine load in the garage measurements, the
integrated on-road data show that CO emissions increased
faster with road gradients and thus engine load than NH3,
which also agrees with roadside measurements.20

Although CO is a more sensitive tracer for vehicle emissions
than CO2, CO2 is more important to quantify NH3 emission
factors, as CO2 constitutes the majority of vehicular carbon
emissions by mole fraction. The NH3 EFs are expressed per
kilogram of fuel burned using a carbon balance approach:

=
Δ

Δ + Δ

⎛
⎝⎜

⎞
⎠⎟
⎛
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⎞
⎠⎟wEF

[NH ]
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3

2

NH

C
C

3

Here MWNH3 and MWC are the molecular weight of NH3 and
carbon. wC = 0.85 is the mass fraction of carbon in gasoline. We
neglect wC of diesel (0.87) because diesel vehicles have been
reported to have very limited contributions to on-road NH3
emissions.21

Figure 5 shows the correlation between the average NH3 EFs
and the positive road gradients. Linear regression indicates that
NH3 EFs increase by 53 mg/kg when the road gradient
increases by 1%, with an R2 of 0.92. Emission factors measured
by existing roadside and tunnel measurements in California are

also plotted with the reported road gradient. The EFs measured
in this study generally span the range reported by various
studies, even though the literature measurements were
conducted in diverse conditions. The high value in West LA
(2008) is likely due to the strong acceleration at the
measurement site, with an average of 0.85 m/s2.19 Higher
NOx emission ratios were also reported in West LA site than
other on-road emission ratio studies.28 On-road fleet variation
may also contribute to the diversity of NH3 EFs. Multiple road-
side measurements have indicated that NH3 EFs first increase
and then decrease as a function of vehicle age, depending on
two counteracting factors, catalyst reducing efficiency and NO
(precursor of NH3) emissions.

19−21

On January 27, 2013, we sampled NH3 emission ratios in Los
Angeles area. The driving route was mostly on flat terrain in the
LA basin (Supporting Information, Figure S7). The total
driving distance in the LA basin was 362 km, and driving time
was 4.6 h. A wide range of driving speeds was sampled
(Supporting Information, Figure S8). Zavala et al. classified
their on-road measurements in Mexico City into stop-and-go,
traffic, and cruise driving conditions, based on the speed of
their mobile laboratory.33 Their results indicated that CO EFs
decreased from stop-and-go to cruise driving conditions,
whereas NO EFs showed a weak increasing trend. In this
study, we binned the NH3 EF data according to the speed of
mobile platform to get a more continuous relationship between
EFs and traffic speed. The results are shown in Figure 6. The

first two bins generally represent stop-and-go driving
conditions, bins 2−5 represent in-traffic driving on the city
roads, and bins 6−7 are freeway-driving. NH3 EFs first decrease
and then increase at highway speed. This dependence can be
attributed to the emissions of two key precursors, CO and NO.
According to existing vehicle emission inventory, EFs of CO
and NO have shown a decreasing trend with speed but switch
to an increasing trend at highway speed.47

In addition to the SF bay area and LA basin data, our
measurements in three major cities (Fresno, Bakersfield, and
Porterville) in the San Joaquin Valley were also added to
include a wider range of driving conditions. Figure 7 shows the
distribution of on-road NH3 EFs measured in all the major
urban areas covered during the DISCOVER-AQ campaign in
California. Also shown in Figure 7 is the fit of a log−normal
distribution. The EFs span about 4 orders of magnitude in
range. The distribution of NH3 EFs is almost symmetric at log
scale (skewness = 0.045) but more peaked than a log−normal

Figure 5. NH3 EFs increase with road gradients. Error bars are
estimated based on the measurement uncertainties. Color-coded
rectangles denote existing EF measurements with reported road
gradient. The vertical extension of each rectangle denotes the reported
uncertainties. LA (1999) refers to Baum et al. (2001).22 No
quantitative road gradient was reported, but it should be within 1%
according to Google Earth elevation data. Caldecott Tunnel (1999)
refers to Kean et al.,23 Caldecott Tunnel (2006) refers to Kean et al.,24

San Jose, Fresno, and West LA (2008) refers to Bishop et al.,19 and
Van Nuys (2010) refers to Bishop et al.20

Figure 6. NH3 EFs with driving speed in LA. The boxes and whiskers
are defined as in Figure 4.
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distribution with a kurtosis of 3.5. The overall average of the EF
data set is 0.49 g/kg, which generally falls within the range of
the existing roadside measurements in California, as summar-
ized in Figure 5.
CO was measured simultaneously in both New Jersey and

California, and NH3:CO emission ratios were used to assess on-
road NH3 sources. Nowak et al. used airborne gas/particulate
NHx and CO measurements to quantify NH3 emissions from
automobile sources in the South Coast Air Basin (SoCAB)
during the CalNex 2010 experiment.48 The mean NHx:CO
emission ratio reported downwind of the LA urban core was
0.033 ppbv/ppbv. The distributions of our NH3:CO emission
ratio measurements are shown as boxplots in Figure 8 together

with the aircraft measurements over SoCAB. Because we
measured in situ at the source location, we neglect the
contributions of particulate phase ammonium. Our mean
NH3:CO emission ratio measured near San Francisco (0.031
ppbv/ppbv) and Los Angeles (0.027 ppbv/ppbv) is consistent
with SoCAB NHx:CO emission ratios. Although the climate
and vehicle compositions are different, the on-road measure-
ments near Princeton, NJ also showed similar NH3:CO
emission ratios (mean value = 0.029 ppbv/ppbv) compared
to the California data.

■ IMPLICATIONS AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS
In 2011, the on-road NH3 and CO emissions in New Jersey
were estimated to be 2.4 Gg/yr and 0.48 Tg/yr, respectively, by
the National Emission Inventory (NEI).49 This gives an
NH3:CO emission ratio of 0.008 ppbv/ppbv, which is
substantially smaller than our on-road measurements in New
Jersey. The NEI also provides on-road NH3 and CO emissions
in California, which are 16 Gg/yr and 1.7 Tg/yr, respectively.
This yields an NH3:CO emission ratio of 0.018 ppbv/ppbv, also
much smaller than our on-road measurements in California. As
our on-road CO emission factor measurement also agrees well
with recent tunnel measurements and emission models
(Supporting Information, Figure S9), this implies that current
on-road NH3 emissions may be significantly underestimated
and require further observational constraints. In situ validations
of on-road NH3 emission inventories are limited in the US, and
most of them have been conducted in California (see Figure 5).
However, few field measurements have been performed in the
Northeast/Mid-Atlantic, where traffic and climate conditions
are significantly different, and yet on-road emissions are
substantial. This study sampled a representative fleet of cars
in one specific area in the Northeast, but ultimately more
measurements of larger spatial and temporal coverage will be
needed.
We demonstrate for the first time in situ, mobile, open-path

measurements of NH3 emissions integrated across vehicles and
locations in real-world conditions. Constant EFs based on
dynamometer or roadside measurements have been used in
NH3 inventories over large area.7,50,51 Nevertheless, on-road
NH3 emissions show significant spatial and temporal variations.
The motivation of our measurements is to provide real-world
observations of EFs over vast spatial coverage and wide range of
fleet compositions. Our NH3 EF measurements, combined with
high resolution CO2 emission inventories,52−55 place a stronger
constraint on current NH3 emission inventories.
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Figure 7. Distribution of on-road NH3 EFs measured in all the major
urban areas covered during the DISCOVER-AQ campaign in
California. Red line shows the log−normal distribution fit with
geometric mean of 0.37 g/kg and geometric standard deviation of
0.737.

Figure 8. NH3:CO emission ratio distributions in this study and
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Basin (SoCAB), CA in 2010.48 The box-and-whisker plots are defined
as in Figure 4. The vertical extension of the green rectangle denotes
the reported ±1 standard deviation of the SoCAB measurements, and
the black diamond denotes the mean value.
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